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a b s t r a c t

Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems can be modeled by transfer functions linking inputs to outputs
through convolution products. This concept is experimentally validated in the case of an upstream heated
channel with thick walls and steady liquid flowrate using two calibration experiments with different
unsteady upstream heating powers. Proper identification of transfer functions (impedances and transmit-
tances) requires the inversion of experimental temperature measurement through regularization tech-
niques. Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) and Zero-order Tikhonov regularization are
tested and compared for this application.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Considerable efforts have been made during the last few dec-
ades for improving numerical simulations in every branch of engi-
neering, and in thermal engineering in particular. When the
physical laws of conduction, convection and radiation are the only
ones at stake, which is often the case for material systems at the
mesoscopic scale for non-coupled problems, direct simulation of
heat transfer can be made, for increasingly large systems, if prior
pertinent assumptions have been set. It stems from the numerous
numerical methods that are now available for solving the equa-
tions of the model as well as from high-performance computa-
tional means, with ever increasing processing speeds and digital
storage capacities.

However, at least two bottle-necks remain: first, the writing of
the boundary conditions, that allow to compensate for our igno-
rance of what happens outside the studied geometrical domain,
and, second, the lack of knowledge about the precise values of
the thermophysical parameters of the media inside this domain

(conductivities, heat capacities, emissivities, etc.) as well as the
velocity field in cases where forced convection is present, espe-
cially in the turbulent case.

We focus here on the second point, which relates to the
unsteady simulation of heat transfer in processes occurring in a
furnace or in a heat exchanger for example. In these types of
devices, the thermophysical parameters of the different con-
stituents of the system are often not accurately known and their
precise geometry may be difficult to represent in a numerical
model. If a flowing fluid is present in the system, the real velocity
fields may be difficult to retrieve numerically, because of this lack
of geometrical precision: this is the true for example in the case of
a mal-distribution of the flow in the outlet sections of a header in a
heat exchanger [1].

For all these reasons detailed numerical modeling can be sup-
plemented by another experiment-fed method, that is model iden-
tification. In this type of approach, originally developed in the
control science community [2], measurements of both inputs and
outputs of a real dynamical system allow to construct a reduced
model. In this kind of model, the whole field, here temperature,
is not modeled: it is observed at locations of interest only, where
sensors are present in a calibration experiment corresponding to
a given source history, (e.g. thermal power input).
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In this configuration, it is possible to look for a reduced model
using either the output point temperatures of a detailed model
(model reduction) or the corresponding measured temperatures
to construct a reduced model of the same structure but of consid-
erably smaller size (model identification). Such an approach is pos-
sible through the Modal Identification Method [3,4], with
applications, once the reduced model is constructed, to heat source
estimation in a so-called Inverse Heat Conduction (or convection)
Problem for example [5].

We will consider here the specific case of advection and diffu-
sion in a conjugated way in a real system composed of the flowing
fluid and of its solid walls, with upstream heating and only two
points of measurement, in the inlet and outlet sections of the flow.
Here, if the velocity field is steady, if the initial temperature field,
before the heating starts, is at steady state and if the variation with
temperature of the thermophysical parameters of both fluid and
walls is neglected, the relationship between the inlet and outlet
temperatures of the fluid and the upstream unsteady heat source
is a convolutive one, because the Partial Differential Heat Equation
and its associated boundary and interface conditions in this non
homogeneous material system is linear with invariant coefficients
in time (Linear Time Invariant = LTI), but not in space.

So transfer functions, a tool widely used in control can be used
for reduction or for identification of models. These are either impe-
dances relating a local temperature to the cause of its variation, the
unsteady heat source, or a ‘‘transmittance” linking a local temper-
ature to another one whose variation is prior. In that last case, the
prior variating local temperature will be called a ‘‘pseudo-source”
here, since it is also the consequence of the common heat source.
In a previous work [6] this approach was validated numerically:
the corresponding analytical transfer functions could be found by
numerical inversion of its analytical expression in Laplace domain,
or by the solution of a linear inverse problem where the data
(inputs and outputs) were generated through a commercial Finite
Elements Code (Comsol).

Our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the
experimental bench (half heat exchanger) and the corresponding
measurements. In Section 3 we show how the transfer function
can be identified whatever the geometry. At the end of this section,
we show that experimental identification is not always stable. In
Section 4 we show how we move from an unstable identification
to a stable one through a regularization technique. In Section 5
we validate this methodology on an experimental basis: the iden-
tified transfer functions obtained by regularized inversion are com-
pared for two different time scenarios of the heating power.

2. Experimental setup

A sketch of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. This
setup is composed of a channel in which different transfer func-
tions are to be identified, of a syringe pump (to impose the flow
rate of the used fluid), of a heating and cooling bath thermostat
(to impose the fluid inlet temperature at the upper plenum cham-
ber inlet) and of an electrical resistance (heat source). The channel
is constituted by two polycarbonate plane walls of thermal con-
ductivity ks and volumetric heat capacity qcs which are separated
by a water flow of thermal conductivity kf and volumetric heat
capacity qcf . Two plenum chambers of larger thicknesses are
located upstream and downstream of the constant rectangular sec-
tion channel which is equal to wef , where ef is its thickness and w
its width in the dimension normal to this figure. The total length of
the channel, which corresponds to the distance between these two
chambers is, 2‘c , while the length of its part where the thickness of
its walls stay constant is, 2‘, which is considered here as the dis-
tance between the inlet and the outlet of the channel. Between
the inlet and the outlet of the channel, the thicknesses of the walls
are e1 and e2, see Fig. 1. An electrical foil heater has been set at the
exit of the upper plenum chamber. It creates a heat source of inten-
sity: Q ¼ RI2, where Q is the dissipated heat power, R the electrical
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Fig. 1. Sketch of experimental setup.
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